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About us 

"What's with this Earth?" is a project which can 
help people gain new knowledge, improve their

language skills and meet new people. It is 
funded by the European Union's Erasmus+ 

Program. During the project, people learn from 
each other and get to know new opportunities. 

We also learn about new forms of education 
such as non-formal and informal education.



Our Team

The Polish group are kids aged 13 to 15 from 
the private school 'Inspiracja' in Warsaw. This 
is a huge advage for us  to be here because 
this is our first trip with Erasmus. But we had 

very fun time here and we improve our English
skills .
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We are a youth from the children's Folklore 
Ensemble Ondalik. We come from Slovakia 

from the village of Diapalovce. The 
choreographer and leader of the ensemble 

is Ing. Martin Tesko. The ensemble has 
existed since 2015 .
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Goals 
&Objectives 

 

Our objective is to save planet Earth by 
educating other people about ecological 

behaviors and how impactful they are for the 
planet. Besides that, our goal is also 

integration between students from different 
countries and letting them aquire more 

knowledge.



Statistics
Procentage of elecricity production
from wind more than doubled in the
time from 2005 (8%) to 2016(16.7%) in
Europe.

Only 13% of the world recycles trash.

The great pacific garbage patch (the
biggest garbage pile in the world) is 1.6
million kilometers sqare which is 15%
of europe or 16% of the USA.



Our tips
To be more ECO 

1. Separate your rubbish 
2. Save water 

3. Support eco-organisations 
4. Use reusable bags 

5. Teach about ecology 
6. Shop responsibly



final thoughts

●Climbed at the top of kopa 
konradzka mountain which is 2005 

meters tall,

●Visited a mountaineer who taught 
us the history of the Murzasichle 
village as well as showing us 17th 
century mountaineer clothings,

●Visited Zakopane in which we had a 
city game and we intervied passer- 

byes about level of their ecology and 
the ecology around them,

In this week long summer camp we have 
done a lot of activites and learnt a ton. For 

example we've:

●Learnt about types of people 
in projects and how being 
extroverted or introverted 

impacts,

●Had fun and recreation in 
Chochołowskie thermal baths,

●Taught eachothers traditional 
dances from our countries

In summary, both polish and slovakian 
side learnt some genaral knowledge 
and a ton about eachothers' cultures 

while having fun doing it.



Vist our website:


